Ebony and Ivory
“Buy 100 men with a pound of gold or an elephant with a pound of hay? I like my gold.”
-Emperor Domestan IV
A Beasts & Barbarians One Sheet by Jerry Blakemore
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What Happened Before

Long ago, the Iron Empire conquered many lands with the chaos created by their war elephants.
Because of this advantage the Iron Emperor forbade the sale or trade of live elephants. Now the
empire is history and the Autarchate of Kyros rules these lands. The elephants’ numbers have diminished greatly, but Kyros tries to maintain control over the few remaining elephants and their bones.
For centuries the priests performed dark magics in the city of Kyros to control the great war elephants. Some of these rituals are aimed at keeping poachers and rustlers away from the elephant’s
homeland.
One of these rituals summoned a demon to guard the Ivory Graveyard. Smart men have come to
fear the tusked guardian. Poachers do not tend to be very smart.

The Map

You guarded Tyrine the Croaker for a week. When you asked for payment he laughed at you.
After a couple of sharp blows to his head the old man admitted that he could not pay in coin. But he
did have a map.
“Take this map and you’ll be rich,” Tyrine said. “I’m an old man or I would have gone there
already myself.”
The map leads to the Elephants’ Graveyard and everyone knows the powers that be in Kyros consider these lands forbidden to outsiders. The natives of the Ivory Savannah treat anyone outside of
their tribes as enemies. The risks are high but the ivory has great value to the rich. There is no reason
to believe cautious individuals and a good sharp sword cannot make some easy gold.

Golden Expedition

Your heroes must travel through the Mumbudu lands of the Ivory Savannah. These people do
not like outside intrusions and they kill most trespassers. The best outcome captured survivors can
hope for is being sold to slavers. Kyros’ slave raiders frequent these lands. These people try to capture ivory poachers as they can be paid a reward in Kyros. After claiming their reward the slavers can
sell the perpetrator at the slave market for an additional bonus in their pouch.
The Elephants’ Graveyard is located three days ride south of Kyros. The adventurers are going to
have to travel carefully to avoid contact with hostile natives and slavers. Encounters should be rolled
three times a day , during morning travel, afternoon travel, and evening camp. If the characters are
cautious they should only have to face an encounter when a one is rolled on a d12. Should the characters act recklessly while traveling an encounter should be rolled for with a d4. If an encounter
occurs roll a d6:
1-4 (E) Band of Ivory Tribe Warriors (2 per hero). See SEGM.
A group of six or more warriors are led by a (WC) Wise Warrior. See SEGM.
5-6 (E) Kyros Slave Raiders (1 per hero). Use the Soldier profile with the Archer customization.
They each carry a bow with 20 arrows along with the normal gear. See SEGM.
Six or more Raiders are led by an (WC) Experienced Soldier. See SEGM.

After the Encounter

Neither of the above groups wants to fight to the death. Once half their numbers have fallen, they flee
for their respective camps. Once the defeated warriors/raiders have reported to their leaders, more
warriors or raiders are dispatched to search for the PCs. The Ivory Savannah tribesmen are aware that
Kyros Slave Raiders are present in the area. They would like to trade the heroes to the men of Kyros for
blades. The Slave Raiders would prefer to capture the heroes as slaves without having to trade for them.

Elephants’ Graveyard

The map uses a large Tiku Tiku tree as a landmark. In the distance you spot an ancient tree. The
tree’s bare branches appear to threaten you as the wind shakes them. The tall grass hides men that
noisily follow you. Proceeding towards the tree you come to a clearing.
The clearing is a large depression. Bones – elephant bones – fill this area. And tusks, dozens of
them, are waiting to be harvested. Then a trumpeting blast resounds from across the clearing. A large
bull elephant with bulging eyes has spotted your group.
You prepare your weapons when you notice movement to your left and right. Stepping out of the
grass to your right are Mumbudu Warriors, while on your left Kyros Slavers are spreading out and
moving towards you. The bull elephant charges you. As it closes toward you, you notice that it has
bones jutting out through its loose flesh and its intestines are dragging on the ground.
(E) Band of Ivory Tribe Warriors (2 per hero). See SEGM.
A group of six or more warriors are led by (WC) Wise Warrior. See SEGM.
(E) Kyros Slave Raiders (1 per hero). Use the Soldiers profile with the Archer customization.
They carry a bow with 20 arrows along with the normal gear. See SEGM.
Six or more Raiders are led by an (WC) Experienced Soldier. See SEGM.
(WC) Demon Elephant. See Creatures at the below.

The End

Once the combat is over the heroes should have plenty of time to harvest sufficient ivory to keep
them in wine, women, and song for a quite a while, as long as they can tote the tusks safely back to
civilization. However, the Mumbudu are now angered by the characters’ desecration. If the GM
wishes he can create a Wild Card hero of the tribe that takes a vow of vengeance against the heroes.

CREATURES
Demon Elephant
This is the carcass of a wild elephant possessed by a bloodthirsty demon. The creature is filled
with hate and is quite cunning.
Attributes: Agility d6, Smarts d8, Spirit d8, Strength d12+7, Vigor d12
Skills: Fighting d8, Intimidation d8, Notice d8
Pace: 8; Parry: 6; Toughness: 15 (2)
Special Abilities:
• Armor +2: Thick hide.
• Demon: Immune to poison and disease. Demons have a +2 bonus to recovering from being
Shaken.
• Fearless: Never suffers fear effects.
• Hardy: A second Shaken result does not cause a Wound.
• Huge: The Demon Elephant is easier to hit, giving the attacker a +4 bonus.
• Size +5: The Demon Elephant weighs over 7,000 pounds.
• Trample: If the Demon Elephant takes a run action, it tramples everything in its path. Make a
single Fighting roll against all targets. Victims suffer Strength damage. The Demon Elephant may
only move in a straight line while performing this maneuver.
• Tusks: Str+d6.

